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Abstract
Industry demand for novel forms of personalization and
audience targeting, paired with research trends in affective
computing and emotion detection, puts us on a clear path
toward emotion-sensitive technologies. Written as API
documentation for an AI marketing solution that provides
“emotion-sensitive marketing decisions,” this design fiction
presents one possible future application of today’s
research. Offering a demonstrable grey area in technology
ethics, Ad Empathy should help to ground debates around
fair use of data, and the boundaries of ethical design.

Author Keywords

Product Introduction
Today’s competitive attention economy requires brands
to reach customers in personal and affective ways. Years
of research and experience establish that personalization
is effective for ad targeting and affecting user and
consumer attitudes [20]. However, personalization is
also a saturated approach. The relative ease of obtaining
consumer preference data makes it common for online
advertisers to know what a customer wants. Companies
wanting the competitive edge now need to know when a
product is best advertised and how it should be framed.
Knowing this demand, we are happy to launch Ad
Empathy, an AI marketing solution supporting brands to
make emotion-sensitive marketing decisions.

advertising; API; design fiction; emotion; ethics; social
computing; speculative fiction; neural networks; machine
learning; target marketing

Our API Resources are designed to help our clients
generate content for ad impressions, catering to the
dynamic needs of the diverse individuals in their
audience. We work with most major social media
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profiles of customers that can be accessed from any ad
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client via the Ad Empathy API. For each advertising
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simply add your company’s registered OAuth tokens
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customer types. From that point onward, you can use the
Ad Empathy API to design your ad impressions on any
connected platform. To use Ad Empathy as a full-cycle
marketing platform, you may also register your product
inventory with our platform to track emotional responses
to product-specific brand interactions and improve our
models.

MOOD.PRODUCT
list - GET /mood/product/<product-id>/<cookie-id>
Returns a list of product IDs and the mood that is most
positively associated with a customer interaction.
MOOD.TOPIC
list - GET /mood/topic/<cookie-id>

Getting Started
Before making any requests using our models, you
should contact a member of our Sales Team to discuss
pricing options or obtain a free trial. All API Resource
requests must contain a valid token pair <client-token>
and <client-secret>, a <cookie-id> for the user, and
optionally a <platform-id> to specify the ad client
platform. Developers building platform-agnostic services
can use our Accounts API to obtain valid <cookie-id>’s
for building cross-platform ad campaigns and event
triggers.

API Resources
Once you have obtained valid token pairs, integrated
your external ad platform’s tokens, and see the green
check mark at the top corner of your Ad Sense
Dashboard, you can begin using any API Resource.
MOOD
get - GET /mood/now/<cookie-id>
Returns current emotional state (mood) of user as a list
of top ten moods by confidence
list - GET /mood/list/<cookie-id>

Returns a list of content topics and our highest
confidence mood association for that topic.
TREND
get - GET /trend/now/<cookie-id>
Returns the predicted emotional states, ordered by
confidence, for upcoming 30-minute time interval.
list - GET /trend/daily/<cookie-id>
Returns a list of 30-minute time intervals over 24-hours
with the most common emotional state associated to
each interval.
RESPONSE
get - GET /response/<product-id>/<cookie-id>
Returns the user’s last cached online emotional response
to an interaction with <product-id>. (API Resource
available only to customers using Ad Empathy Trackers
for their product inventory)
EXPRESSION.TEXT
get - GET /expression/single/<emotion>/<cookie-id>

Returns a list of frequencies for all moods categories that
Ad Empathy has related to the specified user.
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Returns the syntax tokens most commonly associated
with the user’s online expression of the emotion.
list - GET /expression/all/<cookie-id>
Returns a paginated list of emotional states, sorted by
their frequency, and the most common syntax tokens
associated to that state.

How Does It Work?
Ad Empathy is a state-of-the-art multi-model AI
ecosystem that leverages the volume and velocity of
online behavioral data by training user-specific machine
learning models. The core of the system is a Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) neural network trained specifically
to predict the evolution of moods using temporallystructured data coming from online activities (e.g., text
from posts, click content, reactions to others’ posts). Our
company began training this model nearly five years ago
when researchers first found Gated Recurrent Units as a
solution to cutting through the noise of online data [15].
After years of fine-tuning and learning how to transfer
models between different users and incorporate multimodal data, we found we had sown the seeds of
something much bigger than a mood prediction model.
In short, this core model became the heart of a system
of interacting models. Developing our expertise in model
transfer allowed our team to take layers of our novel
LSTM model and combine them with convolutional layers
or other Recurrent, language-processing layers, and train
them as Generative Adversarial Networks to blossom the
wide functionality of novel content creation you see
today.
When your company opens an account with Ad Empathy,
our system begins by data mining all social media

content and brand interactions available for your
customer base. After mining all historical data about your
customers, we place their user accounts into our reactive
event loop that keeps tabs on new activities across any
connected platform. Prior to training, we run all the data
through a noise reduction network trained specifically to
identify relevant emotional content. Using the filtered
data set, we fork fresh versions of our base model and
begin training a unique mood model for each of your
customers. This training continues until the confidence of
our predictions meets a certain threshold. Testing is
done using a data set we capture and separate during
the data-mining phase. Our central model (the one
underneath the Mood API) takes in time-structured
online activity for a user and outputs a likely current
mood given the most recent observation. This model is
then transferred into our second network, which chunks
your users’ history into 24-hour segments and trains a
model that predicts the upcoming 24-hour emotional
cycle (and provides the backbone of our Trends API!).
Once we have accurate models for our Moods and Trends
API, we do fine-grain analysis on specific data such as
text and photos. This process starts by performing a
topic-modeling analysis on all user text and browsing
history to break up each user's’ history into topic-specific
data sets. Further, each user photo is analyzed for facial
expression, object detection, and captioning to develop
visual insights into the personal aesthetics of your
customer’s emotions. A core value that Ad Empathy
offers is recognizing that each product a customer
purchases is embedded in a different context and thus
requires a different cognitive model to understand
underlying emotional relationships. We develop those
models along many dimensions that account for complex
relationships between emotions and brand sentiments.
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Important to understanding how Ad Empathy works is
that each API your team uses is operating with different
custom models and parsing techniques that branch out
from of our central mood-recognition network. Our
Expression API, for instance, uses sentiment analysis in
tandem with a generative adversarial network to parse
user text and then learn how to generate novel text that
expresses the same sentiments while staying within the
known vernacular of your customer. The adversarial
network is trained against the core mood model, which
allows rapid exploration of the syntax space observed
and parsed from your customers’ online platforms.
If your company would like to learn even more about the
inner-workings of Ad Empathy, feel free to make an
appointment with our Machine Intelligence Team to
discuss specifics or let us know how you think we could
improve our process.

Example Use
Working with customers, we have found solutions that
mix and match our APIs to help you generate the
relevant content and design marketing campaigns most
appropriate to your products. We explain some of our
most successful applications below:

For this, we recommend analysis of your products with
our Trends Resource to discover your most temporally
stable products and to make inferences about how they
are associated across time. Then using our Expressions
Resource, you can design context-sensitive Content Ads
that can portray your product regularly at the times
associated to the emotion best suited for your product.
A/B Emotional Testing
Not sure whether your product is better fit to when your
customer feels happy or angry? Try A/B Testing emotions
instead of features. Combining our Impressions and
Response APIs, your team can try your ad impressions
against different emotional conditions to see what elicits
the most positive response. This can improve how you
understand how your product is being perceived and
better inform our models.
For well-modeled user profiles, your team may try
running simulations using our Impressions and
Expressions APIs. You can pilot your A/B tests,
discovering correlations between ad impression and
emotional responses and designing ad impressions with
the right emotional language.

Appropriate Use of Ad Empathy
Time Cycling
Our research has shown that many customers have
predictable emotional response patterns based on time of
day. It is often reliable that a customer will elicit more
positive emotions to food around 11AM; however, this
response will diminish leading up to around 2PM as it
becomes more likely they already ate lunch. For this
reason we recommend time cycling campaigns for
products with emotions that are highly correlated to
temporal patterns.

The purpose of Ad Empathy is to support businesses in
employing emotional insights as they create online
advertisements. We love seeing our customers rapid
prototyping new ad campaigns and trying out new
combinations of our models to maximize the utility
emotions and timing play in your ad impressions. Ad
Empathy, however, is not meant to be used as a
research platform, nor should it be used to target specific
customers and invade their privacy. We do not approve
of customer-specific analysis that exposes potentially
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sensitive vulnerabilities related to private dimensions of a
customer’s mental state.

technology versus unwelcome and unfair intervention or
even exploitation.

Ad Empathy should also never be used in relation to
medical data or to support mental health inference
relative to emotional trends. Similarly, our insights
should remain in the realm of marketing and should not
be used in decision-making algorithms related to
employment, education, housing, or health. Though we
are proud of the accuracy of our system, it is not
appropriate to use such predictions to make firm
decisions that could negatively impact your customers. If
your company is focused on biomedical or employmentrelated inference, please contact our Customer Relations
Team to discuss fair uses of data and how to access our
models for purposes outside of our available products.
Projects that are funded by a government agency should
speak to an Ad Empathy representative before using our
products. If your use of Ad Empathy goes beyond
marketing, we offer consulting services to help your
company develop an ethical and accurate system that
incorporates emotional insights.

Design fiction is one way to consider these possible
futures. As a conflation of design, science fact, and
science fiction, the medium is a method for exploring
ideas, implementation strategies, and consequences [6].
Importantly, as Baumer points out in an introduction to a
set of fictional conference abstracts, these visions of
tomorrow can help shape the research directions of today
[3]. Lindley further proposes design fiction as a
methodology for considering the ethics of radical digital
interventions [12]. Proposing our design fiction as an
ethical provocation and a starting point for
conceptualizing complex problems ahead in our sociotechnical future, we ask: how could a vision of tomorrow
inform the ethical considerations of the research we are
conducting today? Where is the line between research
and privacy, utilizing data insights and manipulation?

Thank you again for using Ad Empathy!

Author’s Statement
The goal of this design fiction is to structure discussion
around a technology that is at the cusp of creation,
regardless of whether it emerges in this exact form.
Industry demand for novel forms of personalization and
audience targeting paired with research trends in
affective computing and emotion detection puts us on a
clear path toward emotion-sensitive technologies. With
both the capability and economic incentives in place, we
must, as a community, carefully define lines between
what we consider fair marketing applications of

Written as an API, the piece situates itself both in
technical and social literatures of computing. Questions
have already been raised about the ethics of corporate
experimentation and the fine line between product
testing and harmful intervention [13]. Research has
shown that users may not really understand what they
are consenting to when agreeing to a terms of service
[2,10]. They may also find certain uses of their data to
be “creepy” or invasive when it comes to behavioral
advertising [19]. When asked about the process of data
merging and aggregation, users tend to feel they are not
the ones receiving a true benefit [5].
Though these user attitudes may raise red flags,
research and industry continue expanding our capabilities
in this area. In computer vision, deep neural nets have
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been a boon for new models that aid in extracting
emotion from facial images posted online [4,11]. Text is
no different as research continues to improve our ability
extract emotional insights from syntax tokens [1,14].
Separately, researchers have proven capabilities to make
mental health inferences using social media data [7,8].
Typically, future directions for this kind of work involve
technology design for helping people. However, there are
other potential uses for this technology, including online
marketing tactics.
If we consider the bleeding edge of marketing and
artificial intelligence, we see very similar forms of
emotional targeting being brandished as the next wave
[16]. Yet, when users actually find out how they are
being classified on psychological and emotional terms, it
foments anger and is seen as “overstepping boundaries”
[17]. In academic circles, researchers such as Zeynep
Tufekci and Kate Crawford have stoked debate around
new kinds of privacy harms caused by advancements in
AI and algorithmic methods [9,18]. Their concern is
based on the fact that predictive inference is now able to
go beyond what users openly disclose about themselves.
Ad Empathy and its API Resource offer a demonstrable
grey area in technology ethics. The product very clearly
meets the path we are trending toward, yet it should
provoke some sense of caution or discomfort in its ability
to find users at their most vulnerable moments. Without
a doubt, this kind of system will become possible and
machines will continue pushing the limits of our cognitive
capacity to recognize manipulation, presenting ethical
issues that are worthy of close consideration and
skepticism. As a discussion piece, the Ad Empathy design
fiction should work to ground debates around fair use of
data, and the boundaries of ethical design. We hope Ad

Empathy offers a point of negotiation around how to
move forward relative to this plausible future.
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